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Join the BRAVE movement.
PART 3 - PUSHING THROUGH TO BRAVE
CHAPTER ELEVEN: A Matter of Focus
At work, especially in a #leadership role, you are always on stage because people
are always watching and paying attention. Who are the people in your audience?
Think of someone who has had a negative impact on you in the workplace. From your
observations, what is the price they pay/have paid (with you, with others, and
from a business-perspective)?
When you think about the person who has had a negative impact, what do you think
they were focusing on?
How has focusing on what others think about you or trying to prove yourself
affected how you show up at work and what’s the fall-out been?
Have you ever been preoccupied about work at work and have that affect your
relationships? What was the impact? (If you don’t know, assume you were and
explore what the unintended impact could’ve been.)
How could bringing more mindfulness to the way you focus your attention change your
performance?
CHAPTER TWELVE: Bull's-eye
When you think about your life up to now, how much of it has been by conscious design and how much has been determined by
happenstance (something happened, someone’s advice, an opportunity, following next steps or doing what’s expected?)? Give
examples.
If I were to have asked you what you “wanted” for your life (before you read BraveLeadership) what would your answer have been?
How do you think a clear, specific focus of attention would change things for you?
How much of your daily activities are in reaction to the world around you or anchored in survival?
How does reaction/survival mode affect you physically, emotionally and mentally?
What is the price you pay when you’re in reaction or survival mode?
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN: Goals Are Not Enough
What examples have you seen in your life of people who have sacrificed their values or relationships in
attempt to achieve their goal(s)?
Have you ever had negative consequences for being myopically focused on a goal? What were the
consequences? What would change in your relationship with this person, were you to take them out of
the box you put them in?
What examples have you seen of the price people pay for trying to prove themselves?
How has “proving” shown up in your life and how has it gotten in your way?
What would change if you had nothing to prove?
How might you re-think goal-setting, after this exploration?

CHAPTER FOURTEEN: Action From The Inside Out
Think of an organization that professes to stand for something—perhaps in their vision/mission/values—yet the
leadership acts incongruently. What is the organizational price that is paid?
Think of someone you know who behaves contrary to their personal beliefs. What is the price they pay (that they may not
even recognize)?
Think of a time when you behaved incongruently with your own beliefs and values. What is the price you paid (or
continue to pay)?
If you were to articulate some of your most deeply held beliefs when it comes to leadership (anchored in your values)
what would they be (name 2 or 3; example: “I believe in respect and dignity for all people.”)?
Translate your beliefs (Q4) into actionable language, using action verbs (example: “I CHAMPION respect and dignity for
all people.”)
What actions might you take to ignite your actionable-beliefs (frame your answer using active verbs—example:
“I stand-up for people, I question, I seek alternatives, I bring together, etc.)?
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CHAPTER FIFTEEN: For The Sake of What?
Name some examples of purposeful leaders you’ve seen/known in your life. It can be anyone—
someone you’ve read about, someone you’ve worked with; it could be a parent, teacher, coach, friend,
etc.. Whoever you consider to be a purposeful leader.
What is the impact that you think/experienced these leaders have/had?
When you think of your work, who or what do you care about most (examples: employees, team,
students, culture, clients, community, patients, etc.)?
Think now about who/what you care about most. Imagine someone, years from now, telling you "thank
you" for having an impact (on who/what you care about most). What is the impact you hope you had?
Frame the impact you want to have using active verbs (example: I want TO BUILD a culture of
commitment; I want TO SOW the seed of self-confidence; I want TO CREATE a safe space; I want
to FOSTER growth; I want TO IGNITE curiosity, etc)
If you were to have the impact that you want to have, how would it make a difference (to you, to the
person/people involved, to your family, to your clients, to your organization/industry/culture/community,
etc
to be continued...
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